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• The school uses TestWe since April 14th 2016
• 48 undergraduate students passed more than 17
Brouillons
assessments using TestWe

• 9 international professors created and corrected
these exams

Multi-support et digital
Un processus d’examen efficace

Eco-friendly

pedagogique

5712 sheets of
paper saved

€

Gain de temps

104 re-assigned hours

83% of money saved
compared to paper
format

Learning Analytics

While the school’s administration were searching for a solution to digitalize
their grading process, CEO and cofounder at TestWe, Clément Régnier, met and
introduced them to the solution. Following a first pilot, ESA adopts the solution.
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“TestWe lets us organize ourselves easier and with
our numerous visiting professors, without any
logistic issues”
Ibrahim Moujaes

Multi-support et digital

Results?

Eco-friendly

According to M. Moujaes, TestWe is simpler than the other solutions, more secure,
and most of all, “it’s not expensive at all!”. “TestWe’s advantage, and notably for
teachers, is that it does half of the job” he adds. So teachers just love it!
That’s what we call a crush.

Students didn’t have any problem either. They just adopted it as soon as it was
mation digitale facile
introduced to them.
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Administration also chose TestWe for these reasons but saw a jewel at the core of
the platform. Indeed, after having renewed their AMBA accreditation, which was
long and troubling, ESA’s directors were searching for a way to get them out of this
puzzle, knowing the school prepares its AACSB accreditation candidacy. Hence,
the administration saw a huge time saver in our platform to help them organize
their data and regroup them to accelerate their candidacy procedure. “TestWe is
just perfect for our AACSB candidacy, and for all the accreditations in fact.” said the
Academic Director of ESA.
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